REVIEWS FOR EAGLES RISE COTTAGES, SISTERS BEACH
Exerts from reviews by guests who have stayed in the Eagles Rise Cottages .
These reviews are available for public viewing on the net.
....Thank you Peter and Judy for your hospitality. We really enjoyed our time
staying at Sisters Beach. We particularly liked the peace and quiet, and all
the wild life around your property. Highly recommend anyone to stay here.
Bob & Anne
....We stayed for 4 nights and had a fantastic time. The kids loved watching
the wallabies, the outdoor space and the closeness to the beach. We enjoyed
the peace and quietness. The house was very clean and all the essentials
were there. We will come back! .... Anabel
....... The cottage is so quiet the only noise being the birds. sisters beach is
beautiful area. bush and rainforest to the sea. cottage very comfortable. In all
a beautiful part of Tasmania ... Colleen
.....Loved our stay at Peter and Judy's cottage. It was our little 'home away
from home' in a beautiful, peaceful bushland setting, so lovely to come back
to after a day's exploration in Tassie's amazing North West area. ....
....Peter and Judy's place was a haven after some difficult days traveling. It is
everything their description says it is. I would not hesitate to recommend this
cottage to anyone looking for a quiet place in a perfect location.... John
.....We had a wonderful time at Sisters Beach! The cottage was very cosy
and spacious, in a beautiful and peaceful environment.......Barbara and
Gerald
.....Thank you for this little retreat from a busy life. Your house was great. .....
Heaps of privacy, a good local store that does a nice evening meal and the
beach is only 10 minutes walk. ....... Bernadette & Geoff
.......Very relaxing. Next time it will be a much longer stay, great value, and
such a peaceful setting. ...Doreen
....we wish we could have stayed for a week! .......A very quite and peaceful
setting, in a lush environment. ...Josiane
...We loved the look of Judy and Peter's cottage when we found it on airbnb
but we were gobsmacked when we got there. It was the nicest place that we
stayed during our 2 weeks in Tasmania. The setting in very Australian native
bush and it even featured a couple of friendly wallabies ... We will definitely
stay there again when we return and for a longer period this time as Sister's
Beach is jaw-droppingly beautiful. We couldn't recommend it more highly.

